IIPT SC Minutes, May 18, 2022
Present: Colleen Sandor, Peter Gross, Jane Garbose, Lea Setton, Matt Rosa, Michelle Kwintner, Karen
Mohatt
Absent: Sue Cebulko, David Scharff, Jill Scharff.
Minutes were reviewed and approved; Karen moved to approve and Matt seconded.
Peter represented the Candidates with a letter the cohort wrote expressing their deep concerns about
the quality and rigor of presenters at IPI weekends. Candidates wish to have a dialogue about
presenters for the weekends, and a role in identifying speakers. They were appreciative of the meeting
last week and the feedback they were provided. The SC appreciated the group’s frustrations and
creative ideas.
Consulting Analysts: Lea brought 2 concerns: 1) from Sharon Dennett re: preparation for analytic
cases and study about writing and supervision around cases candidates present; 2) an article by Richard
Tuch presented by Caroline Sehon that was sent to Michelle Kwintner to include in the curriculum.
Additionally, Bob Rovner, Nancy Bakalar, and Doug Dennett have all moved from Consulting Faculty
status to Adjunct Faculty status.
Curriculum Committee: Michelle asked what the requirement are to meet standards for ethics and
writing training. She believes we currently have one slot for ethics and two for writing every year. Matt
brought up some confusion about the third-year curriculum and suggested we think about reorganizing
to create a theme about characterological types to aid in psychoanalytic formulation and diagnosis. The
committee asked who is regulating us about the curriculum, ACPE, APsaA?
CPC: Karen said there are no current issues to discuss.
Faculty Committee: Jill not present.
Admissions: David not present, but it was reported that a candidate from another institute (possibly
Emory) was referred to IIPT through her analyst (Beverly Stout). She has been a candidate at Emory and
works with women going through infertility treatment. Emory apparently requires a male control case
so the issue is: could this candidate transfer to IIPT and join the current cohort for the next 2 years?
She apparently would agree to our way of working. Sue, Jan, and Colleen will discuss this further.
Transition of IIPT Directors: Jane will take over as Chair on 8/1/22. She commented that with the use
of ZOOM, some of our rituals seen to have gotten lost in terms of transitioning between leaders. An
open house is planned for the next class and there is consideration for how to market it.

Respectfully,
Karen Mohatt

